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Eight Pages 
AMERICA'S OLDEST LAW SCHOOL The ~v()ca e 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law FO l:~DED 1779 
Blasi Expounds 
o n First Amendment 
By Phillip Steele 
Reminding us that "public 
discussion is an imperative to the 
preserva tion of freedom," Pro-
fessor Vincent Blasi expounded 
the virtues of the First Amend-
ment while visiting Marshall-
Wythe last week as a Cutler 
Lecturer . 
Blasi, of Columbia University 
School of Law, said the doctrine of 
the F irst Amendment has become 
too complicated-" it's like the In-
ternal Revenue Code, with the 
result tha t we are trivializing the 
First Amendment. We need a 
return to simplicity." 
The foundation for Blasi's return 
is the 1927 Brandeis dissenting opi-
nion in Whitney v. California. 
Anita Whitney was a Communist 
Party organizer arrested in 
California under that state's 
criminal syndicalism act. The 
Supreme Court upheld her comric-
tion under the Fi.r5t Anleudnlent, 
but Brandeis disagreed with the 
reasoning in a now classic opinion. 
Thr oughout the opinion, 
Brandeis writes of the unthinking 
and counterproductive fear which 
drives government to suppress 
speech. The same rationale, fear, 
has been used by many to explain 
the purpose of the First Amend-
ment as preventing government 
coercion of speech, Blasi said. 
But he believes that negative 
purpose was not Brandeis' view 
and is not the theory underlying 
freedom of speech. "Brandeis saw 
that in a political community, we 
need to have people of good 
char acter, and this comes from 
debate ," Blasi said. 
" He speaks only of 'political 
truth '," Blasi said, not a 
marketplace where people look for 
the truth or free speech as a step 
to the truth. Rather, this political 
truth is that " the final end of the 
state is to serve the people. And a 
happy person is one who draws on 
courage to think as you will and 
speak as you think. " . 
Though never defining it, the 
"courage" Blasi alluded to is the 
willingness to let others speak 
their minds even when the majori-
ty clearly believes the speech to be 
wrong. This courage is a 
manifestation of the "belief in the 
power of reason" we must have if 
the state is to serve the individual. 
Blasi explained that the alter.:: 
native to faith in reason in silence 
coerced by law. Public discussion, 
then, is both a virtue and a duty 
"because political liberty is a 
fragile tradition which can become 
stagnant with an inert popula-
tion. " 
The power of Brandeis' opinion, 
according to Blasi, is its "em-
phasis on the political function of 
free speech. Most ideas of the first 
amendment are negative. 
Brandeis turned it around to have 
the First Amendment benefit pe0-
pie. " -
Blasi's lecture was based on a 
chapter in a book he is currently 
writing. He authored The Burger 
'Court: The Counter-Revolution 
That Wasn't and is one of the na-
tion's leading commentators on 
freedom of speech. 
In a later session before the flrst-
year class last Friday, Blasi and 
Torts Professor Paul Lebel 
discussed the tension between tort 
law's traditional protection of 
reputation and constitutional law's 
value on freedom of speech. The 
discussion revolved around New 
York Times v. Sullivan. 
While the decision was hailed by 
free speech advocates in 1964, 
Blasi said he has problems with 
the "subjectivism of the actual 
malice standard. It mandates get-
ting into the mind of the reporter, 
and can involve intrusive 
discovery. " 
Another troubling aspect for 
Blasi is the extension of the actual 
malice principle to public figures . 
He stated this can be used to pro-
tect people who do not really exer-
cise power and have not thrust 
themselves into Ole public eye. 
Lebel agreed that "Times has 
been stretched to apply the situa-
tions which don't necessarily · 
follow from its premise. " He 
believes it should be left to torts 
law to "make the precise 
refinements needed in the law of 
defamation. " 
Blasi, however, argued for "an 
absolute principle of a prohibition 
against suits by government of-
ficials for statements made con-
cerning government conduct while 
'in office." For false stories, he 
said, there would be self-
correctim! measures-nilip.r neurs. 
stories and the lack of credibility 
to the people reading or hearing 
the story. 
Lebel has argued that a possible 
weakening of the standard of ac-
tual malice could be worked in 
with non-monetary damages such 
as cumpulsory replay space and 
cumpulsory retraction. He issued 
his own caveats that such a solu-
tion could only apply to the media , 
and that people might be troubled 
with enforcement measures of the 
government telling a media 
organization what to do. 
"Sometimes you can't avoid 
balancing interests, " Blasi con-
ceded, "but I am still troubled by 
-what happens - dilution - to Con-
stitutional principles when you 
start putting in balancing 
elements. " 
Class Founds Award 
The class of '89 is currently The tIlree criteria for the award 
organizing a student-generated are a significant commitment to 
scholarship based on non- the welfare of other individuals 
traditional criteria. The class and/or community, demonstrated 
award committee hopes to award financial need and good academic 
at least one $500 scholarship to a standing. 
member of the class over the Follansbee down played the 
summer. .significance of the latter two stan-
Assoc. Dean Geoff Follansbee dards. " Good academic standing" 
for Alumni M fairs and Develop- is a term of art, it doesn' t 
ment said over $100 of the initial necessarily mean doing well. A 2.0 
$500 goal has already been reach- GPA allowing you to continue on 
ed. P ledge cards were distributed the lowest level is okay-We want 
Monday and were sent out two to know that the person won't be 
days later. gone next year." 
The assistant Dean says he has The Financial aid criterion is 
played only a passive role in the also a minimum threshold test. 
Mve. ' 'This is a student project all Faye Shealy, Associate Dean for 
the way: and that's the wa~ it Admissions, will check to see if the 
should be." "Michael McAuliffe person has demonstrated a need 
was the instigator " says commit- under the F AF formula, says 
tee member Neal McBrear '89 but Follansbee. " If you show a $1 need 
we redefined the scholarship 'in a under the ~ton financial test, 
lot of waYs." " - • . .' you're eligible," he says. 
McBrear says the first criterion, 
the most important one, was 
designed to be broad enough to in-
clude non-traditional ways of con-
tributing. "For instance, if your 
goal is to be a good public interest 
lawyer, time spent studying in the 
library is just as good as someone 
else spending time out in the com-
munity helping the handicapped." 
"Subjective selection process is 
difficult, people can interpret the 
results in many ways, but it's a 
'fair process if you have confidence 
in the group, and I do have a lot of 
confidence in this group," says 
Follansbee. 
"People should feel comfortable 
about applying," adds McAuliffe, 
"You shouldn't be ashamed to say 
you've done something good." 
McAuliffe calls the project a 
" unique .attempt to· unify the 
class." He also sees it as a boost 
Libel Night '87 
A scene from last night's Libel Night which played to a capacity crowd 
in the Campus Center BaUroom 
-
Team Wins Tourney 
Marshall-Wythe's victorious Appellate Advocacy trio of Dave Lozier, 
Graham Shirley and Sheila Venable 
to the school's low endowment. award. Committee members are 
"We don't have a lot of scholar- not. 
ships. That shouldn't be news to Anothercriticism is the passive 
anyone enrolled here, " says approach to fund raising . 
Follansbee. There is only one full Follansbee says that with a " low 
scholarship offered annually, and key" method of fundraising, it is 
fewer than five scholarships that up to the committee to talk it up. 
award more than $1 ,000 annually. However, he adds that "the idea is 
Placed in that environment, one or good enough to sell itself." 
two $500 scholarships given by the It's going to be hard to get off the 
class itself is a significant sum, he . ground, suggested Karen 
says. Wendelken, '89. "How many times 
" I've gotten complaints from do you pull things out of your hang-
people who don't think its a good ing file and just say, 'Oh this is 
idea to base the scholarship on an garbage' and throw it away. " 
individual's contribution to the Some other type of fundraising 
community, since lots of people activity, like the bake sale the 
spend their time studying. My rep- Young Democra ts sponsored, 
ly is that I understand not wanting would be a better way to get things 
to lend financial support, at least started, she says. "Asking for 
lend a hand in talking about the donations has a negative connota-
scholarship," says McBrear. Peo- tion to it, as far as sitting in a booth 
pIe who do not support-the project.', ,and . saying, 'Oka¥, time. to sign 
fmancially are still eligible 'for the . up.' " ., "" ." . ..... 
Page Two The Advocate 
InterAlia 
At· the Bar: In Defense of Law-yers 
I intended to write my first editorial on some current 
issue of public and legal importance. I changed my mind. 
Last week while working as a bartender at J.J.'s, I found 
myself defending the legal profession against a bar of par-
tially sober, totally outraged citizens (~f course, alcohol 
makes one more vocal). With the King Learist attitude 
of "Kill all the Lawyers," everyone of them condemned 
lawyers as the evil of all society. Naturally I jumped in 
to defend our noble profession and found myself engag-
ed in discussion over their points which, when I truly con-
sidered them, seemed true. 
First of all, one of my customers discovered I was 
in law school. The first comment he had: "Do you know 
the statistics' on lawyers today?" Well, of course, I do. 
He wondered how I was going to make it in this world vir-
tually overwrought and controlled by lawyers, most of 
whom make a menial living. Well, how else do you get 
ahead in any profession? You have to be better than the 
rest. 
Then the topic turned to the motivation behind my 
chosen profession. One customer proferred to know more 
than I did. It can't be money; the average lawyer makes 
about $17,500. Lawyers are responsible for the chaos this 
world is in. Now, I may let the first comment slide but 
I had to know the reasoning behind this engineer's 
vehemence regarding the profession I have chosen to 
spend the rest of my life in. Then the shit hit the fan. 
Every Tom, Dick and Harry at the bar had to put in his 
two cents worth. (I came to realize lawyers are not a very 
popular breed.) This was the gist of their argument: The 
hl~~·.s- ~~~ ::;0. c..,Jr.:.·tJ~1~t~';; ~vU~  the average person 
has to employ a lawyer to explain them. The laws are so 
complicated, with beaucoup exceptions to anyone prin-
ciple, because lawyers make them complicated. The sole 
reason rests on the benefit to their profession in the nature 
of huge legal fees. While the public may elect these men 
to the legislatures, the majority of politicians (77 percent) 
are lawyers. The public has little choice but to elect 
IC,lwyers because only lawyers have the money it takes 
to run for office. 
This is a roundabout argument based on the premise 
that politicians only make laws to benefit themselves, or 
lawyers make laws to benefit the legal profession. The 
stockbroker complained that he can't even close on a 
house without consulting a lawyer because the. legal 
jargon is too confusing. In return, I pointed out that most 
people do not understand the mechanics of the stock 
market without consulting a broker. But who made the 
regulations and laws regarding stock, he quickly came 
back with. Congress, which is made of lawyers. Score: 
1-0. I scream, "Prudential-Bache" scandal in Richmond. 
He screams, "Peter Babalas" conflict of interest. Score: 
2-l. 
The engineer wants to know why laws have to be so 
complicated. He wants to know why laws can't be as sim-
pre as "Thou shalt not kill." I searched my mind for an 
answer which would satisfy him, deciding laws .can not 
be so simple and straightforward because many excep-
tions to the rule exist and are justified. The circumstances 
surrounding an incident and a person are not constant. 
The general consensus at the bar was "treat all equal-
ly." The restaurant owner and the engineer decided if an 
intelligent man and a psychopath murdered a person, 
they should be treated the same. "Thou shalt not kill. 
Thou shalt die. " Is it strictly a matter of opinion? 
The stockbroker wants to know why the new tax 
reform acts, designed to assist the average citizen, bog-
gle the mind and induce tax suicides; the result often be-
ing a trip to a tax attorney and another monetary benefit 
to lawyers, who created the complication to begin with. 
My bar customers want to know why the cook averag-
ing $20,000 per annum and the stockbroker earning $65,000 
are not taxed equally. My response is the same - differ-
ing'"Views limo'ng" political parlF:"!s~ - - . . . • . . 
So, I asked, what is your solution? Why don't you do 
something about it? But they can't, you see, because 
lawyers are the only ones able to afford to run for office. 
They admitted, a few Shirley Jones, D-Yorktown, do ex-
ist but the average citizen does not have the capital need-
ed and the media will not provide support. (Who would 
come to a press conference if Tom Connolly ran for of-
fice?) The engineer, stockbroker and entrepreneur want 
people like themselves to run for office, win and mak~ 
the laws. And they would be different. They would not 
make laws to benefit their profession and if they did, it 
would be all right. At least, the world would end up with 
a variety of discriminatory laws. No one has the money, 
they claim, so they are forced to vote for the lesser of two 
evils - two lawyers. Forget the independent or write-in 
vote. Forget pooling energies and funds to elect that local 
Bob Smith. If there are so many people opposed to 
lawyers, the idea should work. 
The other aggravating comment was that all lawyers 
do is "continue the case." Here was this stockbroker, 
waving his arms in a frenzy and yelling, "What do they 
do? Continue the case, continue the case ... " This is why 
the legal system is so screwed up, he whines and it takes 
forever to solve a dispute. Men can no longer shake hands, 
exchange money and sell a business. A motorist can not 
go into court and settle a speeding dispute because his 
lawyer decides the judge on the bench today is too hard 
on speeders. A convicted murderer does not die after 
sentencing, at least not until his lawyer has exhausted 
every appeal. A simple antitrust case takes seven years 
to settle and certainly does not enhance public services. 
What to do? Continue the case. 
But this is the killer. They all said, "Oh, you're so 
young and naive. I used to be the same way 20 years ago 
... thinking I could savage my morals and my profes-
sion. Wait until you are out of the black-and-whiteness of 
law school and in the real world, THEN we'll have a beer 
and talk about it." 
Yes, we will. 
Letters To 
The Editors: 
-H~K.Y. 
S·chedule Conflicts 
concentrations: Commercial Law 
Dear Dean Galloway and International Law. Specifical-
cc: The Advocate ly, in the spring, Commercia1Law 
Survey conflicts with Debtor-
I write to express my severe Creditor. Further, the commercial 
disappointment with the registra- law classes offered in the fall are 
tion schedule for 1987-1988 school the two classes that replace the 
year. I have.noticed a number of Survey. The Survey should be of-
problems of a significant nature fered in the fall so that students not 
and others have been pointed out desiring an in-depth study of sales 
to me. I am aware of the profes- and payment systems may still 
sional problems that the schedul- take some commercial classes in 
ing body faced this year and I am other areas in the spring; that 
pleased that the staff positions way, the students who wish to con-
ha ve been filled with such centrate in Commercial Law will 
qualified individuals. Further, I not be forced to take all their 
am aware that no schedule can be classes in the spring and to con-
perfect for all students. Therefore, centrate on those at the expense of 
I intend to confine my commen- taking other classes offered in the 
tary to only those problems I con- spring that conflict. Further, two 
sider to be major. classes that generate high 
The most obvious problems with demand-Secured Transactions 
the schedules for both semesters and Remedies-are in direct con-
are conceptual-meaning that, for flict in the spring, at least one of 
those students attempting to con- which has been enumerated as an 
centrate their curriculum, the new extremely important course, 
schedule severely. limits . the . . especiaUy in the COlllIJlerciaJ law 
available courses in at least two ' . area. . 
Thursday, April 16, 1987 
As for those students wiShing to 
concentrate in International Law, 
the schedule creates an even 
greater problem. If the student 
wishes to take Trusts &: Estates, be 
or she will be able to take only one 
international law class all year. 
Trusts &: Estates conflicts by one 
baH hour with International En-
vironmental Law in the fall and 
with both Antitrust and Interna-
tional Business Operations in the 
spring. This problem is further ex-
acerbated by two facts: (l) Inter-
national Environmental Law is be-
ing considered for characteriza-
tion as an enrichment class and 
(2) antitrust and transnational 
business operations are the two 
most important areas of practice 
for those lawyers in international 
practice. Furthermore, even if the 
Trusts &: Estates conflict in the 
spring is ignored, the conflict of 
scheduling for Antitrust and the 
International Business Operations 
classes presents the same pro-
blem. Trusts &: Estates is an im-
'portant class for all law students 
and traditionally experiences a 
high demand in both semesters. It 
is extremely unwise and seems un-
fair to schedule Trusts &: Estates 
in direct conflict with a class be-
ing considered for enrichment 
status, expecially when that class 
is only one of two courses offered 
that fulfill the enrichment require-
ment that semester. 
Finally, the schedule presents a 
probiem for those students plann-
ing to practice law in this state. 
First, Virginia Procedure is not 
even offered in the fall. At least 
two students who are planning to 
practice in Virginia will be 
graduating in the fall. The result 
is that they will not even get to 
take this essential course. In the 
spring, additionally, the vast ma-
jority of the class will need to take 
this class; even Room 120 may not 
hold them all. Second, Virginia 
Procedure, when it is offered, is in 
direct conflict with Criminal Pr0-
cedure, to be taught by Yale 
~,a~authority 
on the subject (to put it mildly). 
Students interested in both classes 
are therefore forced to choose bet-
ween them; this particular enforc-
ed choice is more troublesome 
than most because of the impor-
tance of the classes and the ex-
pected high demand for both. 
1be 1987-1988 Class Schedule, as 
it stands now, is unacceptable with 
respect-to most of the rising tbiriI-
year class. It is my fervent hope 
that you and the rest of the Law 
School administration will 
withdraw it and reconsider the 
choices you have made now that 
all the faculty vacancies seem to 
have been nlled. I suggest a few 
changes that will remedy a few of 
the specific problems I mentioned 
above. First, move International 
Environmental Law to 9 a.m., 
move it to the Moot Court Room 
(which surely will accomodate the 
demand and maximum enroll-
ment for the class) and, if 
necessary, change it to three days 
per week so it does not conflict 
with Conflicts. Second, move An-
titrust to 1 p.m. It would still con-
flict with Trusts &: Estates but the 
other change I suggested will 
alleviate that problem for many of 
the students wbo will be interested 
in Trusts &: Estates, Antitrust and 
International Enviromental Law. 
As an alternative, move Antitrust 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays to 3:30 
p.m. so that it will not conflict with 
'Trust &: Estates (the course could 
also be moved, if feasible on Mon-
days to alleviate the final conflict 
with Trusts &: Estates). I am 
aware that International Business 
"Operations cannot feasibly be 
'changed;.for this reason, I have 
, 
. Continued on page 3 
Thursday, April 16, 1987 
Continued from page 2 
not suggested moving this class 
also although that would certain-
ly be ideal. Finally, reinstitute 
VIrginia Procedure as a "Course 
Offered Both Semesters." Then, 
those students that need Virginia 
Procedure and interested in 
Criminal Procedure and/or Yale 
KamisaI: will be able to take both 
, without requiring a change in tim-
ing in an already tight spring 
schedule. 
Sincerely, 
Amy M. Larson 
Second Year 
Fund Advocate 
Dear Editor, 
Yes; like an exam question, we 
must consider the relevant policy 
considerations which relate to the 
M-W Public Service Fund. First, 
the fund promotes the work 
necessary to ensure justice. Se-
cond, the fund provides a moral 
alternative to personally doing 
legal aide work. For those students 
and faculty members whose in-
terests and expertise are in dif-
ferent areas, the Fund allows 
them to buy pro bono. Third, the 
Fund creates summer jobs which 
provide invaluable experience. 
Finally, the image of lawyers has 
sometimes been tarnished. This 
program helps to show that all 
lawyers do have a good side. 
Personally, I am probably one of 
those whose interests lie 
elsewhere. Yet, Justice Louis 
Brandeis once wrote that "we hear 
to much of the 'corporation 
lawyer' and far too little of the 
'peoples lawyer.' The great oppor-
tunity of the American bar is and 
will be to stand . . . ready to pro-
tect also the interests of the pe0-
pIe." Brandeis, "The Opportunity 
in the Law," 39 Am. L. Rev. 555, 
(1905) . His words have not caused 
me to change my personal in-
terest; however, I now recognize 
the significance of another area of 
the law. 
Peter F. Pontzer 
Name 
That Room 
The Advocate 
Toxic Torts 
By Doug Klein 
The Parable of Eugene Eugene began staying out late at 
As he stood in the food line at the night, frequenting licorice dens. 
~raduation Brunch, Eugene had He hocked his stereo to cover a 
little clue of what bitter fate shipment coming in from the in-
awaited him in the coming years. famous "Black Triangle," the il-
On that bright May morning, the licit licorice-growing area of 
only possible cloud on Eugene's Southeast Asia. Yes, Eugene had 
future was the prospect of a too- taken to dealing in licorice on the 
thin manilla envelope from the side. His girlfriend left him, and 
state bar examiners arriving in several times Baker & Qfwfq part-
late October. But the odds were ners commented on the decline of 
against it. his work product. 
Indeed, they were. Eugene pass_ Then one bitter February night, 
ed with the same flying colors that it all came to a crashing end. 
-everyone else did and settled into Eugene was found in a back alley 
his associate position at Baker & wearing an unbuttoned flannel 
Qfwfg. The work was hard, but not shirt with the sleeves rolled up. His 
unbearably so. Sometimes he nose was bloddy and an empty bot-
worked late, but almost never on tle of anise liquer lay on his lap. 
the weekends. Eugene had his own The police found him and booked 
secretary and toyed with the idea him for public drunkenness. Upon 
of a new imported sports car. He notification, he was immediately 
was out with some friends at the ensigned from the firm of Baker & 
movies when it started. Qfwfq. His family had Eugene ad-
One of his friends held out his mitted toa detoxldelicoricification 
candy box in Eugene's direction. center in central Arizona. 
" Have some Good & Plenty," he At the center, trained medical 
said, "You'll enjoy the movie personnel administered daily 
more. " doses of dark chocola te to Eugene. 
Eugene had never had licorice Dark chocolate is the oly known 
before. Sure, he's experimented antidote for licorice addiction. Of 
with caramel, even non-pariels, course, dark chocolate itself is ad-
but everyone had done that. dictive, but its side effects are far 
Eugene kept his unsure hand at less devastating than those of 
his side. The friend poured a few licorice. 
of the pink and white capsules in- One day after taking his daily 
to his own hand. chocolate, Eugene sat out under 
"Take one of the pinka and two the unbearable Arizona sun and 
of the whites. C'mon man." He contemplated his life and whether 
brought his hand closer to it has been worth it after all. Then 
Eugene's face. "Here, man, do it." he pulled out a licorice rosette 
Eugene snatched up the gaily- from the false heel of his loafer 
colored candy and swallowed and thought, " At least I'm not an 
them whole. There was no turning accountant," and popped the black 
back. Indeed, there could be none. candy into his mouth. 
Not from licorice. Eugene ran out Next week : 
of the movie and bought hi own There will be time, there will be 
box. Later that night, he went to time. 
the all-night drug store and bought To prepare a face to meet the 
a quarter kilo of ras licorice, you faces that you meet ; 
:know, the string variety. There will be time to murder 
Within weeks, Eugene's usage of and create, 
licorice increased. His daily habit And time for all the works and 
was weIll into three figures. He days of hands 
was to the point of freebasing That lift and drop a question on 
licorice-flavored candy corn dur- your plate ... " 
ing billable time at work. Worst of T.S. Eloit said that. 
To the E(ijtor: all, Eugene could not admit to 'So long. " 
How often have you sat in one of ... hims .. · _~e;;;lf~th::a:.::.t.:;h;.;;;e.:h:;;a;.;;;d:..;a~p:.;ro;,:b::le:;:m;:,;.. __ I_sa_i_d_t_ha_t_. _______ ~ 
our four lecture halls when, twen-
Page Three 
Noumenon 
By Jeff Yea ts 
They made me put my name on crew of all-night layout and paste-
this. up artists who kept their special 
I had a better idea. Just sign this talents finely honed by ingesting 
column "Richard Nixon" and liberal amounts of Bolivia's major 
avoid all the attendant flak. After cash crop. Their job is closely 
all, most people who remember analogous to the guy who follows 
Nixon still hate him and not much the butcher , scraping tables, 
would change, in a karmic sense. sweeping floors, cleaning sinks 
But they made me put my name and turning his collection into the 
up there and now a lot of people next day's fresh ground beef. And 
are going to find out what kind of I felt a lot like hamburger the next 
third-rate reporter I used to be. day, trying to explain to respec-
And other people are going to table people who formerly 
decide: respected me why I wasn't respon-
A. That they completely com- sible for the words which were 
prehend my deepest moral, social, printed in the space beneath my 
'political and general values ; and name. 
R. That they are seriollSly oppos- That may ultimately be the . 
ed to my continued existence. beauty of this gig. I don't have to 
Ordinarily, that sort of thing deny anything, admit anything, 
doesn't bother me, but when I'm apologize or even explain. There is 
asking for it a question of sanity is absolutely no money in it, so I can 
involved. This is a job for the say anything I want. Sure, they 
frustrated journalist with don't have to print it, and if they 
unvented spleen. I was frustrated do, you don't have to read it, but 
as a journalist and my spleen the roof over my head doesn't de-
vents quite well, thank you. pend on either of those unlikely 
Yes, even after several official- occurences. 
ly applied shots to the kidneys with This is simply my revenge 00 
the Dallas telephone book. (It corporate journalism. We could 
. leaves no visible bruise, you see). call it: THE TRUTH AS I SEE IT. 
However, that is another column It's an accurate title, one which 
altogether , possibly around would have served my suggested 
Christmas. pen-name equally well Indeed, it 
This column is in search of any could fairly grace the work of 
feasible justification for foisting authors as diverse as G€orge Will, 
itself upon the Marshall-Wythe Jeane Dixon and Dexter "rIIleak 
community, the city of for you right now" Manley. 
Williamsburg and any misguided At least I've found a clean 
tourist who happens across an reason for doing this, what you 
issue of this fine publication. might call a compelling interest. 
A nameless instigator suggested The only things lacking are a 
I need a resume-builder and legitimate goal and an acceptable 
perhaps a column in The Advocate means to get there. 
could lead to a post-graduate posi- Notwithstanding any Percodan-
tion reviewing country music for twisted fits of Rehnquistian logic 
The Daily Press. This person has to the contrary, I submit that 
a great deal of insight and I simplydesiringtotake theoldfun-
respect their opinion. Unfortunate- damental rights out for a walk is 
ly, I came here to escape the purpose enough. You have to ex-
shackles of regulated expression. ercise those rights every once in a 
As a reported I was duty-bound while, just to be sure they still 
to report the truth, as well as my work. 
mercenarially objective mind And the column itseH serves as 
could ascertain it. This ill-paid the means to accomplish this goal. 
reportage was subsequently If it proves to be a means which 
reviewed and rewritten by an encouragesQtherpeopletodustoff 
editor who was under strict orders their ancienlliberties by respon-
to submit all of "my" work to the ding to whatever drivel I manage 
executive . editor, that he might to emit every couple of weeks, 
apply some form of higher then so much the better. Pretty ty minutes before your hour-and-
a-<)uarter class is to end, students 
in the hallway outside begin bang-
ing the doors of your room? Even 
at the end of the semester, many 
people-even third-years, even 
professo~-still mistake 119 for 
120 or 1Z1 for 124. 
Gu es t Edzeto rzea I mathematics through further edi- soon we could have a free a-tion and addition. change of ideas going on here. This rather altered version of I hope that doesn't intimidate 
It's difficult to know why this 
happens. Those four rooms do all 
resemble each other: their chief 
distinctions to the student in the 
hallway may be their numbers-
probably as frequently overlooked 
as the adjacent prohibitions 
against smoking, eating, and 
drinking. Then, too, most students 
in the School seem to remember 
names better than they do 
numbers. . 
Might not naming the lecture 
halls both reduce confusion and 
add a little individuality to those 
nearly characterless rooms? Four 
former justices of the Supreme 
Court attended William and Mary. 
Placing their names on the four 
rooms, with, perhaps, their por-
traits, could aid the quick and cor-
rect identification of one's next 
classroom while recalling a bit of 
past glory-and silencing a lot of 
banging doors. 
, . 
t • • ( 
Yours truly, 
RobbStorm 
. Firsf-year 
By Michael McAuliff e .... th_e_fa_cts_wa_s_th_en~p:...r_es_en_ted_to_a.-..;.a;,,;,;;ny..;.;on;;.;;,e~. -------1 
In the Fall 1986 Unversity of 
Chicago Law Review, the Unver-
sity of Chicago Manual of Legal 
Citation was introduced as an 
alternative to the widely used and 
hated "Bluebook" citation form 
book. Richard Posner offers the 
Chicago manual not merely as a 
limited alternative to the complex, 
confusing Bluebook, but as a 
logical replacement. 
The Chicago manual is 16 pages 
in length compared to the 
bluebook's cancerous 255 pages. 
What is left out one might ask? 
Confusion or substance? The 
Chicago manual covers all types of 
legal writing including briefs, 
memoranda, juridical opinions, 
and academic writing. The only 
major area not included in the 
Chicago manual present in the 
Bluebook is how to cite foreign 
material (an obviously well-worn 
part of the Bluebook) . 
The Chicago manual also leaves 
out many of the detail rules such 
.as the typefaces of law reviews, 
the different uses of see and see 
also, and eliminates the obsessive 
use of abbreviations. Most impor-
tantly the Chicago manual 
eliminates the compulsive desire 
for narrow uniformity in citations. 
The Chicago manual attempts to 
provide the ground rules for citing 
sources consistently within a type 
of legal writing (for example, 
memos), but does not attempt to 
mandate complete uniformity and 
hence dependency across all legal 
writing categories. 
The Chicago manual (Posner 
calls it a pamphlet) achieves func-
tion without needless fanfare and 
complexity. If the legal profession 
is indeed moving away from the 
arcane, formalistic language of 
the past to clear, concise writing, 
then the citation forms used should 
also develop and improve. 
Marshall-Wythe should use the 
new Chicago manual in the first 
year legal writing and appellate 
advocacy programs and be one of 
its early evaluators. What do we 
have to lose but a couple of hun-
dred pages,? 
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Page Four 
Mo re Letters 
Semper F idelis 
Dear Editor: 
In .response to Dave Goewey's letter, just for the 
record, I've neither the desire to beat up Damian nor the 
belief that it's really warranted. I suppose in part because 
until the last Advocate I was unaware that I'd been within 
the effective casualty radius of any of his rounds. Oh sure, 
we had our running conversation on the wall of stall #1, 
second floor of the library, regarding the relative merits 
of the Marine Infantryman, the Army Ranger, Clint 
Eastwood, and ourselves, but there was certainly no 
malice there. 
Anyway, I've got no beef with Damian. 
The Marine Guy 
(Hagen Frank, 2nd year) 
o More Corr 
Dear Editor : 
Not uncommonly in the life of any institution it becomes necessary 
to replace an employee who is personally popular with the individuals 
with whom he deals , his fellow employees- or his students. Quite 
naturally, those individuals- in the case of Professor Corr, his 
students- regard themselves as entitled to an explanation for the basis 
of the institutional action, which to them appears unwarranted and in-
appropriate . Unfortunately , matters are never that simple. While, in 
some abstract sense, the students at this law school may be entitled to 
a fuller explanation of the reasons for the denial of tenure to P rofessor 
Corr, that explanation necessarily would entail disclosing adverse in-
formation or judgments which morally, and perhaps legally, cannot be 
disclosed publicly. I would have thought any attorney would understand 
that constraint. 
In the particular case of Professor Corr, he has insisted upon that 
confidentiality and has suggested that his rights of privacy are legally 
enforceable. As a result, the institution and those who support the in-
stitutional decision are precluded from defending their posiltions. No 
such inhibitions, of course, prevent the dissemination of information, 
rumor or disinformation favorable to a disappointed candidate for 
tenure. Given this highly selective flow of information, it cannot be sur-
prising that the public commentary to date on Professor Corr has been 
'highly inaccurate and misleading. Unfortunately, it is not apparent what 
may be done to alter this unsatisfactory situation until such time as Pro-
'fessor Corr consents to the public distribution of his personnel file (which 
neither I nor most anyone else would ever do to ourselves). However , 
if the public commentary on Professor Corr cannot now be made more 
rational, its tone and purpose might nevertheless be improved. 
Given the absence of real information concerning the evaluation 
of P rofessor Corr's candidacy, I suppose it is not surprising, although 
it is somewhat disheartening, that some have assumed that: the deci-
sion reached was based upon irrational factors. That assumption, in 
turn, had led to sheer ~peculation and libelous hypotheses that are 
~nbecoming of one supposedly trained in the law. One recent .letter, for 
'example, speculated that Dean Sullivan had agreed to the dismissal of 
'Professor Corr as a condition of his appointment as Dean, although the 
letter-writer acknowledged that he had not the faintest idea who might 
·have been a party to such a clearly illegal "deal" or why these ghost-
like dealers would have risked their professional careers to secure Pro-
.fessor Corr's ouster. Such slanderous speculation may inflame an unin-
formed student body, but can scarcely advance Professor Corr's cause 
'among those who know with precision why his application flOr tenure 
was denied . 
Even on more factual issues, such as the reasons for the denial of 
tenure, the strength of the case in favor of Professor Corr and the iden-
tity of those who opposed his candidacy, the guesses that most commen-
tators have made have been more inaccurate than accurate. As annoy-
ing as the absence of solid information must be, some restraint on the 
part of those who desire to discuss Professor Corr in print would seem 
warranted. No one, including Professor Corr and his published sup-
porters, stands to benefit from the repeated expressions or implication 
of factually inaccurate information. 
It does not appear that the public discussion of Professor Corr's 
denial of tenure will soon cease. It might be hoped, however, that discus-
sions will proceed in a manner that will improve and not further injure 
this law school. It is not entirely clear, however, what objectives are 
being pursued by those continuing to comment. Consideration of Pro-
fessor Corr's application was concluded long ago and is no longer an 
open question. Professor Corr has departed and will not teach here 
again. The retention of Professor Corr, therefore, is notthe objective 
'of further commentary. 
Expressions of disapproval or constructive criticism, of course, are 
legitimate objectives, but even strenuous disapproval does not justify 
the intemperate language that has characterized some recent commen-
tary and I have seen little constructive comment to date. Quite plainly, 
drawing pointless comparisons between Professor Corr and other 
members of the faculty is not intended to be constructive. No one has ' 
ever doubted that Professor Corr's teaching style was more popular with 
the great bulk of the student body than are the teaching styles of most, 
if not all, other members of the faculty. However, his applieation for 
.tenure was judged on its own merits. No useful purpose is served by 
converting an expression of regret over the deniaI of tenure to Professor 
Corr into an opportunity for gratuitous abuse of other members of the 
faculty . Certainly Professor Corr's case is not advanced in anyone's eyes 
by the publication of unprofessionaI and wunanneredly insults addressed 
'. to ~iller fa<;lllty .z;ueD;l~rs; ., .' • .'.' 
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Before 12,000 fans at the Capitol Centre in Landover, 
Mary land, Janet McGee and Liz McGrail represented 
-Marshall-Wythe in the Schick Mid-Atlantic Regional In-
t ramural Basketball Championships March 28. Playing 
during halftime of the Washington Bullets-Dallas 
Mavericks game, the two first-years dominated their 
Towson State opponents to win the championship 26-14. 
Lee Bender 
Herd of Llama spotted in Baltimore on Opening Day of the Baseball 
season 
Fair-Notice 
One of MarshaIl-Wythe's moot court teams, con-
sisting of Sheila Venable, Graham Shirley' and David 
Lozier (See photo, page one) took top honors at the 
.Regional ABA Appellate Advocacy Tournament held here 
Jast weekend. The team defeated the University of South 
Carolina in the final round. Seventeen Moot Court teams 
from throughout the Southeast competed, including the 
team of Scott Bailey, Jeffrey Brooke, and Cheri Hodges, 
arguing in two seating rounds Friday evening, with eight 
'of the teams advancing through three rounds on 
Saturday. . 
The team of Venable-Shirley-Lozier will go on to com-
pete in the ABA National Appellate Advocay Convention 
in San Francisco in August. Both Marshall-Wythe teams 
expressed appreciation for the support provided by the 
Moot Court Board and the students and faculty who judg-
ed the practice rounds. 
-------------
The Environmental Law Society held elections for 
1987-88. The new officers are: President: Louis Lazaron' 
Vice President: Jon Jester ; Treasurer: Ken Pankey: 
Secretary : Becky Blair. ' 
The Society will sponsor its.. annual tubing trip down 
tHe James River in the Fall and all students and faculty 
are welcome to participate. Speakers, a forum, films and 
a hiking or camping trip are all proposed activities for 
the upcoming year. The Society welcomes new members 
and submissions of articles to the Environmental Prac-
tice News. 
What I fear, then, is that the object of some commentators is SlmP-
ly destructive. The urge to retaliate may be understandable but benefits 
no one. Neither Professor Corr, those commenting upon his denial of 
tenure, or anyone else, will gain from the publication of inaccurate and 
abusive material that appears calculated to lower the morals of the 
students, the faculty, and the administration and to disrupt relation-
ships among faculty members and between the students and the facw-
ty. On the other hand, it is fairly easy to see who will be injured the 
most if that objective were to succeed. 
Concerning Professor Corr, if this law school erred in its evalua-
tion of him that e~r will redound to the benefit of some other law school 
and future generations of law students will continue to benefit from his 
instruction, aIbeit not our own. On the other hand, if it is Professor Corr's 
supporters who have erred, the outcome may be different. We will see. 
Sincerely, 
• ".. ~. ') to -' •• .. • Glenn ·E. Coven 
--
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Profile 
Straight, No Chaser Mixes It Up 
'By H. Kimberlie Young 
What do a C-W printer, a 
carpenter, a campground 
manager, a professional musician, 
a vegeterian and a former and cur-
'rent law student have in common? 
This seven member combination 
forms "Straight, N<KJIaser," a 
local band playing what drummer 
Mike Griffith calls " straight-
ahead '60s classic rock. " Clothing 
styles among the band range from 
singer Gary Dexstater 's un-
conscious cowboy attire to former 
Marshall-Wythe student Mark 
Allen's (lead guitar) new wavish 
Hard Rock Cafe T-shirt and blazer 
to 3L Joe Miller 's (guitar and 
vocals ) beach boy look. But 
whatever the occupational or 
fashion differences, this band gets 
it together on stage and has fun do-, 
ing it. 
Playing to a packed Green 
Leafe, Miller, glowing with the 
Jim Morrison look, does not look 
like the typical law student. His 
lingo, equipped with a few 
"babes" during our conversation, 
is more typical of Jon Bon than 
John Levy. Miller and his former 
law student comrade, Allen, 
played in a band together last 
year, and except for bassist Eric 
"Wolfman" Gayer, SNChas been 
hitting the bar and greasy frat 
basement scene since September. 
Griffith describes their practice 
scheduling as h~tic and their 
music as partly original, with 
material by Miller, Bob Albergat-
ti (harmonica ) and himself. 
WCWM has even added their 
songs to the play list. 
As to their current musical 
style, Griffith claims, "We're try-
ing to break out of that shell and 
branch out." Their ideal reportoire 
ranges from Paul Butterfield to 
Weather Report. Most members 
agree SNC's most radical song is 
" Black Magic Woman. " The au-
dience may think differently, 
evidencing approval as Griffith 
trolls "Hey baby, take THAT walk 
on THAT wild side. " 
Miller wants to perform in other 
cities but claims difficulty in get-
ting an agent. The band's lack of 
packaging has left them "wedded 
to Williamsburg. " 
Allen has another marriage in 
mind - one of law and music. 
While he wants to get started in the 
legal profession, he still plans to do 
his own thing musically. Whatever 
that is, the M-W graduate realizes 
it is difficult to make it in music 
because the public dictates. The 
former Baltimore music school 
student wants an intellectual 
Got A Job? Get One 
be working in a sports marketing 
and management firm. He cau-
tions he does not have the job, but 
it's one of those "you feel good 
about." 
The fIrm, Dell, Benton & Faulk, 
By Ph~p Steele handles the affairs of Jimmy Con-
nors, ("They got him the Paine-
From sports stars to trips to the Webber account") Michael Jordan 
stars, Marshall-Wythe first year and Patrick Ewing. He says the 
students are nailing down some fIrm holds Marshall-Wythe in high 
typical legal related jobs to some regard because their main com-
not so typical jobs. petitor is a William and Mary 
Placement Dean Robert alumnus. Cunningham's duties 
Kaplan, from a preliminary look will range from "proofreading to 
at those summer employment working on marketing with Pam 
surveys half of the class has not Shriver." 
turned in yet, says, "It looks like Randy "Rocket" Repchek 
40 percent of the returns have law- returns to space, so to speak, this 
related jobs, 40 percent are still summer when he will work at 
looking and 20 percent are not NASA's Langley Research Center 
looking." This 20 percent includes in the patent law office. The office 
those who are working at non-legal handles "any patents the scientists 
jobs or who just haven't found and engineers at Langley may 
summer employment yet. want." Repchek worked for three 
He says it is important for years with NASA at Cape 
students to turn the surveys in iCanaveral before coming to 
because employers want to know 'Marshall-Wythe. 
where our students work and why. "I found out about the job while 
"It allows me to know the jobs :visiting NASA headquarters in 
students like and where they like Washington, D.C. last year, and I 
to work. It helps me in advising looked up more details in the 
students." placement office once I got here," 
Cathy Stanton is one of those 'Repchek says. 
who has found a job. She plans to He says the office has one fuII-
return to a post she has held for time attorney who hires four 
fIve years as a summer secretary Marshall-Wythe students every 
at Craine Air Conditioning in summer. They may also work 
Ozone Park, N.Y. part-time during the school year. 
Stanton says her previous duties The job may not sound deman-
included "making coffee and run- ding or pay very much, but Mary 
'ning down the street to get cigars Warner plans to get good ex-
for my boss." Is she troubled by perience at Schwartz, Margolis & 
this? She replies, "No, he pays me. Greensberg in Roseland, N.J. 
It's in the job description." Job description -"Getting 
"But really," she says, "I get ex- dressed, IOQking nice, I don't 
perience writing accounts know." 
payable, keeping the books and Salary-"It's not going to 
writing up contracts-it's good change my tax bracket." . 
business experience." She says the firm does general 
At the more glamorous end of practice, specializing in wills and 
the sCale, LoUis GunningJ)aril·may· ' malpractice: Her eoiployerS-"lik-
Straight, No-Chaser R-L: Gary Dexstater, Bob Albergatti, Mark Allen, 
Joe Miller, Eric Gayer. Not shown: Mike Griffith, Jay Carter 
challenge but says it is hard to and tight as a tick's ass," the elec· rpm "Electric Horseman" before 
channel music through the brains. tric Albergatti has fun playing in he retired to a more stable profes-
Albergatti, a C-W printer, plans SNC, "a tight band with a laid sion. While admitting to some time 
to stay in music as an avocation, back atmosphere." constraints, this father of a toddler 
not a profession. When he was 13, Jay Carter, drums, and Dex- also keeps busy enjoying the farm 
Albergatti listened to Captain Mid- stater are the married two of the life. 
night on Nashville radio and seven. Dexstater evinces more ex- With such varied backgrounds, 
mastered the art of the har- perience due to his age (he's 23 Straight, No-Chaser offers one 
monica. Putting a radio under his years older than the youngest thing for sure - a · gutsy perior-
pillow at night added to his ability member) and musical mance that will linger as long as 
:to "jam on the harm." While his background. This vet, in more its members do. 
previous band was "90- on speed ways than one, recorded the 45 
• • • 
ed the fact that Marshall-Wythe is 
America's oldest law schooL" 
Two first-years emphasize 
.preparation and using contacts. 
,Pam Piscatelli sent out her letters 
early and had interviews in Nor-
folk during Christmas break. She 
targetted Norfolk area business-
related firms and got an offer in 
February. 
Gina Stawarz directed all her 
letters to Marshall-Wythe, William 
and Mary, or UVa graduates. A 
Marshall-Wythe alum in Rich-
mond leaving a big firm and strik-
ing out on his own took her letter 
and a hiring offer with him. 
"I found in interviews that 
Marshall-Wythe has good alumni 
contacts," Stawarz says. Her 
employer, Charles Midkiff and 
Associates, works primarily on 
public utilities law, insurance and 
malpractice defense. "I like the 
.fact that it's a new fIrm with room 
'for expansion." 
Piscatelli's firm, Kaufman & 
Canoles, specializes in corpmer-
ciaI transactions, banking and real 
estate. "I give a lot of credit for 
getting the job to my 
Undergraduate record - I was an 
accounting major." 
She stresses that finding sum-
mer jobs is "totally up to the stu-
dent during first-year. Firms 
basically don't come on campus 
looking for fIrst-years." 
Karen Wendelken thinks that "I 
am more representative of the 
first year class in relation to not 
having summer jobs." Karen said 
she hopes to do a couple of road 
races this summer - on foot. 
Not to worry Karen, Dean 
Kaplan says, "Having a summer 
job your fIrst year will help you. It 
might give you an edge in inter-
views next fall. But it won't hurt 
you not to have one. It won't hurt 
your academics or eventual job 
prospects:'" , 
Public Service 
Fund Proposed 
The Marshall-Wythe Public Ser-
. vice Fund is a newly created 
movement with the purpose of 
creating and fQ!lding fellowships 
for law students and providing 
employment positions which ser-
vice the legally underrepresented. 
Such a program started at 
Berkeley about ten years ago, now 
exists at approximately thirty law 
schools nationwide, united under 
an umbrella organization called 
the National Association for Public 
Interest Law (NAPIL). The efforts 
have started to make a signifIcant 
impact according to NAPIL. Last 
year, over half a million dollars 
were raised to fund summer and 
year-long fellowships for law 
students in the public service 
.sector. 
These funds, generated by stu-
dent/faculty groups, helped in-
crease the quality and volume of 
legal services for people who 
would otherWise not receive a fair 
hearing and support jobs and pro-
jects in the forefront of the public 
interest and legal services 
movements. Additionally, the 
funds also contribute to the growth 
of a different kind of public in-
terest legal practice; issue-
oriented law. The issue-oriented 
intern or lawyer works not only 
with clients, but also with the 
press, politicians, researchers, 
and ordinary, citizens. HoW?·' ' . 
At Marshall-Wythe, a commit-
tee of law students and faculty 
members is currently placing the 
groundwork to set up such a fund, 
filing for incorporation and a tax-
exempt status. The summer of 
1988 is the target date for com-
mencement of these fellowships. 
With the fall of 1987 the start of 
serious fundraising efforts. 
Funding, of course, is a primary 
concern. At other schools, like 
UVa, students and faculty 
members are asked to make a 
donation to the Fund, which for 
every dollar raised matches with 
,three dollars. 
Other schools, like Berkeley and 
Harvard, are trying another tac-
tic. They will refinance the stu-
;dent's loans or if a student works 
in the Public Service section for a 
few years, completely forgive the 
loans. Assistance with student 
loans relieve the student of the 
need to find a high salaried posi-
tion upon graduation. The loan-
,related programs have met with 
success, but the impact of such 
programs is difficult to foresee 
because of their long-term nature 
and the funds' relatively short 
existence. 
--' 
. .....::.. -
'-
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1987 PLATINUM PLUNGER 
AWARDS 
I Never Promised You 
A Rose Garden Award 
- Dear Rodney , 
Sorry I have to send you a form letter but for a such 
a small firm we have been swamped with resumes, and 
there comes a point when you either have to swallow your 
pride and send out a mass-mailing to everyone, or quit 
working and devote yourself full-time to writing clever 
letters that say your credentials are the most impressive 
we have ever seen" but we regret to inform you there 
are currently no positions available at our firm" however 
we are certain you will find a rewarding and challeng-
ing career ahead in the practice of law and wish you the 
best of luck, good riddance. " 
After so man of these letters, it feels better to break 
down and confess that there really isn't time to send out 
individual responses to your applications right now but 
I just wanted to let you know that we are accumulating 
them in a great big pile, and if any positions open up we 
will sift through them and contact any of you who have 
interests and backgrounds that fit the particular opening. 
Part of the problem with a firm as small as ours is that 
it is hard to predict when it will be time to add a new 
lawyer · and it is hard to predict where we will knock 
down a wall to find space for a new office. At the same 
time I have to admit this is part of the fun of working 
at a smaller firm like ours-life is somewhat unpredic-
table, but there is always something adventuresome go-
ing on. 
At any rate even though this is a form letter, I sup-
pose I can still thank you for taking the time to write, and 
for sending us your resume. If any positions open up that 
I think you may be interested in, I II make it a point to 
call or write as soon as I can get my hands on a phone, 
or a pen. 
I hope you re having a good year at Law School, and 
best of luck with the job h~t. Thanks again for writing. 
Time Is of the Essence A ward 
Dear Mr. Harryman: 
Thank you for providing our firm with your resume. 
At the present time our firm does not have an opening 
consistent with your qualifications. We will, however, 
keep your resume on file for future use. Thapk you for 
your interest in our firm and we wish you the best of luck 
in future endeavors . 
"" I~~ TO YOU WITHOUT OElAY roR 
SIGNJ\~E I.t ~ SU.VER"S R[QUEST. By: 
------~----------------------
The Mrs. Olson Memorial Award 
Dear Ms. Morgan: 
Concerning your recent letter, we do have the space 
or capacity at this point for an associate. 
However, you appear to be well qualified, and I wish 
you the best of luck. If you are in Dallas sometime, and 
would like to come by for a cup of coffee or a visit, please 
dQ. 
D.C.: The Final Frontier Award 
Dear Mr. Harryman: 
It is always a pleasure to hear from Marshall-Wythe 
students. Unfortunately, I am afraid I cannot be very 
helpful . It is our policy-and, I believe, still the policy of 
most Washington, D.C. firms-to employ as summer 
associates only students who have completed their second 
year of law school. Several years ago, many of the 
Chicago firms were beginning to hire first year students, 
but tha t phenomenon has not yet spread east. Best of luck, 
in any event, and please feel free to forward your resume 
next year. 
Gulliver's Travels Award 
Dear Ms . Larsen : 
Unfortunately our "smaller firm" will be unable to 
interview you for a law clerk position. 
Terms of Endearment Award 
Dear Applicant : 
Thank you for your letter and accompanying resume 
which were recently received at this office concerning the 
above-referenced rna tter. 
At present, there are no plans to hire an individual 
to fill the position in which you are interested. However, 
I am taking the liberty of keeping your resume on file in 
the event that the situation changes. 
Your interest in the law office is very much ap-
preciated and I wish you the best of luck in your employ-
ment search. 
'90 At A Glance 
The pool of applicants for the in those figures for next fall 's in-
class of 1990 is up from previous coming class. 
years and the quality of those ap- The 2,022 applicants represent 
plicants remains constant, accor- 514 different undergraduate in-
ding to statistics compiled by the stitutions in 47 states. Idaho, 
Admissions Office. Wyoming and North Dakota fail-
A little more then 2,000 requests ed to place a student in the appli-
for admission were processed by cant pool. "We're going to have to 
the law school admissions staff, improve our recruiting in North 
said Director of Admissions Faye Dakota," quips Shealy, "maybe 
Shealy. This is an increase of 8.6 they think it's too warm down 
percent over the class of 1989 and here." 
21 percent more than the number Twenty-eight students claimed 
received in 1985. Citizenship in foreign countries 
Shealy attributes the increases ranging from Canada to South 
to a number of sources. " I hope it Korea and China. About 10 percent 
is a reflection of what's been hap- of the applicants identified 
pening at the law school .. . a themselves as members of a 
recognition of the quality of the minority and 45 percent are 
program," she said. She also men- women. Women made up 38 per-
tioned the increasing number of cent of the entering class of 1989, 
alumni and the favorable publici- which was two points below the na-
ty that the undergraduate institu- tional average for that year. To 
tion has received in the past two date 44 percent of the students who 
years. have been offered admission are 
The overall quality of the appli- women. 
cant pool, as measured by a me- Shealy said the target size for 
<!ian grade point average and the incoming class is 175 students. 
LSAT scores, remains the same as This figure is in line with the 
the previous year. The median overall M-W student population 
pool scores for applicants to the goal of 500. 
class of 1990 are a 3.16 GPA with Shealy said about double the 
a 35 LSAT score, identicaJ to last number of out-Qf-state residents 
year's statistics. are offered admissions because 
For those who accepted admis- there is a much greater attrition 
sion and enrolled in Marshall- rate for out-Qf-state applicants, 
Wythe last year, the median and that the number of in-state 
&!Ores were 3.39 and 39 respective- residents who actually enroll will 
ly. Shealy said that there is no equal out-Qf-staters. 
reason to expect much of a change 
~------------------------~~--~.~.~.~.~~~~~ , ~ 
ThurSday, April 16, 1987 . 
Meet The Press 
NEWLY-APPOINTED EDITOR, 
THE COWNIAL LAWYER 
NAME: Bruce William McDougal 
DATE OF BIRTH: 10/ 22/ 61 
HOME: Mom and Dad live in 
Plainfield, Indiana 
YEAR: 1L 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL: 
University of Pennsylvania 
PREVIOUS POSITION HELD ON 
PUBUCA TION: Managing Editor 
HOBBIES: Writing creative cover 
letters; sorting the rejection 
letters 
FAVORITE MOVIE: " Dr. 
Strangelove or How I Learned To 
Love the Bomb" 
FAVORITE FOOD : Pecan pie 
with vanilla ice cream 
FAVORITE COLOR: Dark green 
LAST BOOK READ: David 
Copperfield 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: " Figureu out what a contract is 
(although I have Schaefer for Contracts)." 
WHAT TYPE OF LAW YOU WISH TO PRACTICE: " I want to work 
in real estate and development and eventually head a public sector 
development agency." 
YOUR PLANS FOR THE P UBLICATION: " I want to continue to pro-
duce a quality publica tion of which students, faculty and administra-
tion are proud, and I want to include as many people as PosSible in its 
production. " 
YOUR PLANS FOR THE SUMMER: " Work with an itty-bitty law firm 
in Norfolk during the week ; SCUBA drive on the weekends. " 
YOUR HERO: Martin Luther 
Ask The Advocate 
Since this is the last issue of the Advocate this year, 
I thought I'd clean up and answer all my leftover 
questions. 
Q: I recently noticed that Gloria Todd was away on 
vacation f or a few days . Naturally, I panicked. Who runs 
the law school when Gloria is away? 
A: The Advocate spoke with Floyd Tubo, Special 
ASsistant to the Dean of Putting People in Charge of 
Things, and he had this answer: "Contrary to popular 
belief, Gloria Todd does not run this law school by herself. 
Connie Galloway and Mary Schwartz also help. So when 
Gloria is away, they can pretty much cover for her, at 
least for short periods of time. Our biggest problem was 
finding someone in the administration office without 
anything else to do who could answer the telephone. Of 
course we thought of the Dean," he chuckled, "but that 
was a disaster. We tried Dean Williamson, but everyone 
thought they'd reached the wrong number when he 
answered-thought it was the vice squad or something. 
We finally settled on Leigh Ann Holt. She was the only 
student who didn't become hostile when we suggested she 
do something for the good of the sch~l. So please tell ~c!ll! 
readers not to panic; we have prOVided for the poSSibili-
ty of Gloria's absence." 
Q: What is the meaning of life? . 
A: According to Black's Law Dictionary, "Life" is 
"That state of animals and plants of an organized be-
ing, in which its natural functions and motions are per-
formed, or in which its organs are capable of perform-
ing their functions. Webster. The sum of the forces by 
which death is resisted. Bichat. But really, you could have 
looked that up yourself, couldn't you? Haven't you learn-
ed anything in three years of law school? 
"Ask the Advocate" thanks all its readers for a 
wonderful year. 
Q: What plans are there for changing the lobby floor 
this summer? 
A: Good question! I bet you lobby-floor-watchers had 
just about given up on seeing anything new this year. 
Well, don't worry, because Floyd Turbo, Advisor to the 
Vice-Dean of Floor Rotation, has just revealed plans for 
this year's changes. This summer, the entire floor will 
be ripped up and a new, clear plexiglass floor installed. 
Below the floor, there will be a multi-million dollar disco 
light system, with a constantly changing pattern. To com-
plete the look, the lobby will be equipped with three big-
screen TV'~, _t:~~~).i~~4Ig}~I!4!i. ~<!'¥1~ s~~t~J!l; .L~b~)1 
sitting will never be tlie same. 
The Advocate 
Do-er's Profile 
'Mark Raby 
NEWLY-ELECTED PRESI-
DENT, SBA 
NAME: Leigh Ann Holt 
DATE OF BIRTH: 4/ 3/ 63 
HOME: Lewiston, N.Y. 
YEAR: 2L 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL: 
Westhampton College, University 
of Richmond 
PREVIOUS POSITION HELD 
WITH ORGANIZATION: 1st year 
representative 
HOBBIES: Sports , camping , 
stampcollecting, wasting time 
FAVORITE MOVIE: "To Sir With 
Love" 
FAVORITE FOOD: Chinese food 
FAVORITE COLOR: Blue 
LAST BOOK READ: Iacocca 
Latest Accomplishment: "Getting 
a job, finally! " 
WHAT TYPE OF LAW YOU WISH TO PRACTICE: " I have no idea 
at this time." 
PLANS FOR THE SUMMER: Working in Lynchburg, Va. 
PLANS FOR THE ORGANIZATION NEXT YEAR: "Trying to keep 
Steve Buck and Steve Frazier in line." 
YOUR HERO: " Don't have one. " 
Newly Appointed Co-Editor, The 
Advocate 
NAME: H. Kimberlie Young 
("Kim") 
DATE OF BIRTH: I had a depriv-
ed childhood because my mom 
never got to bake cupcakes to 
bring to class for my birthday as 
it is in the summer. 
HOME: Daytime: between 
Croatan & 86th Street. Evenings : 
between 20th & 22nd Street (Va. 
Beach) 
YEAR: 2L 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL: 
Newcomb College of Tulane 
University, Nicholls State Univer-
sity (Louisiana) 
PREVIOUS POSITION HELD ON 
PUBLICATION: Reporter 
'HOBBIES: Leaving Williamsburg on the weekends ; playing Walkman 
'too loud in the library ; getting buffaloed by John Short. 
FAVORITE MOVIE: "Giant" 
FAVORITE FOOD: Moosehead with a lime, and Schnapps shooter 
FAVORITE COLOR: Red on Fridays 
LAST BOOK READ: Spiegel Summer '87 Catalogue 
LATEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Tiekets to the NCAA Tour!ley 
WHAT TYPE OF LAW WISHES TO PRACTICE: The one which makes 
to most money 
YOUR PLANS FOR THE PUBLICATIQf'oI: The Pulitzer Prize 
PERSONAL PLANS FOR THE SUMMER: Slave by day, beach bunny 
by night 
YOUR HERO: Mister What Not tf7 
NEWLY-APPOINTED CO-
EDITOR, THE ADVOCATE 
NAME: Gerard F. Gray 
DATE OF BIRTH: 9/25/63 
.HOME: Hauppauge, Long Island, 
N.Y. 
YEAR: lL 
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL: 
St. Michael's College, Vt. 
PREVIOUS POSITON HELD: 
Reporter 
HOBBIES: Ultimate (frisbee); 
avoiding questions in class 
FAVORITE MOVIE: "The Adven-
tures of Buckaroo Bonzaii" 
FAVORITE FOOD: "Deadcow & 
a tall glass of milk." 
FAVORITE COLOR: Gothic black 
LAST BOOK READ: Preface to 
Estates in Land and Future In-
terests, Bergin & Haskill 
LA TEST ACCOMPLISHMENT: "Getting interviewed by Cheri Lewis. " 
WHAT TYPE OF LAW YOU WISH TO PRACTICE: Public Interest 
YOUR PLANS FOR THE PUBLICATION: Make the Advocate suitable 
for display at supermarket checkout stands throughout the Colonial 
area. 
PLANS FOR THE SUMMER: " Hostel Europe and then that Exeter 
thing." 
YOUR HERO: DeForest Kelly 
_. ' • • _ •• . " .' • I • • 
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